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Dear colleague

At the view of the comments of two referees, I regret to inform you that your paper
“ Orbital and freshwater forcing during the last interglacial: analysis of climate and
vegetation response patterns ” cannot be accepted for publication in Climate of the
Past. I have pointed out two major points to justify this decision : 1◦ the results are
not sufficiently new and you paper does not add any significance to previous papers
either by better understanding of mechanisms or new methodology ; 2◦ It is difficult
to understand why the title of the paper and most of the discussion concern the last
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interglacial, while you have presented a simulation of 170 kyr ; one of the referees point
also the fact that the evolution of the ice-sheet is ignored.

Another point, which is not sufficient in itself to reject the paper, but shows the lack of
care in writing the paper, is the number of typos and unbalanced sentences.

I you decide to re-submit the paper, please take into account the suggestions of the
referees and rewrite the paper with a clearer structure and more precise arguments.

Thank you very much to have considered Climate of the past to submit you paper.

With my best regards

J. Guiot

Interactive comment on Clim. Past Discuss., 2, 1221, 2006.
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